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A RESIDUAL PROPERTY OF CERTAIN LINEAR GROUPS

PETER F. STEBE

ABSTRACT. An extension of residual finiteness, residual finiteness with re-

spect to nests, is demonstrated for certain subgroups of GL(n,Z), the poly-

cyclic by finite groups. It is also shown that groups containing a free subgroup

of rank greater than 1 cannot have the property. It is not settled whether

or not there are other solvable by finite groups, subgroups allowed by Tits'

theorem, that are residually finite with respect to nests.

Let G be a group. If iV is a subset of GxG which contains (ac~x, d_1b) whenever

it contains (a, b) and (c, d), then N is called a nest in G x G. The set of all elements

ab in G corresponding to the elements (a, b) is called a nest in G and the image of the

nest in G x G. An example of a nest is the set of all group elements which are equal

to x_1a(x) for a fixed automorphism a of G and some element x of g. The subset

of G x G of all pairs (x~1,a(x)) has the defining property of a nest, i.e. (x_1,a(x))

and (y~1,a(y)) combine to yield (x~1y,a(y)~1a(x)) = (x~1y,a(y~1,x)), which is

again in the nest. If a is an inner automorphism of G, i.e. a(x) = gxg'1 for a fixed

element g of G then x~1a(x) = x~1gxg~1, so that the corresponding nest is the

set obtained by multiplying each element of the conjugacy class of g in G by g'1.

If we were to let x represent only an element of a given subgroup S of G, we would

obtain the set of translates by g~1 of the set of conjugates of g by elements of S. If

5 is a subgroup of G then S is obviously a nest in G. Clearly, the product complex

of two subgroups Si and 52 is a nest and the double coset Si gS2 is the translate of

the product complex SigS2g~1. A less familiar example is provided by the set of

all elements of G which can be expressed as a palindrome of even length in terms

of a subset of G which contains the inverse of each of its elements.

The structure of nests in an arbitrary group was given by the author [15] as

follows:

Let Si and S2 be subgroups of a group G. Let Ki be a normal subgroup of S%

for i = 1,2 such that S\/Ki is isomorphic to S2/K2. Let (j> be an isomorphism of

Si/Ki onto S2/K2. The set of all elements of G x G of the form (ac, (j>(c~l)b) with

a £ Ki, b £ K2 and c a coset representative of Si modulo K\ is a nest in G x G.

Conversely, every nest m G x G can be obtained by this construction. Si is called

the left subgroup of the nest and S2 the right subgroup.

A group G is residually finite with respect to nests if for each nest N in G and

each element of g of G not contained in N there is a homomorphism <j> of G onto a

finite group such that <j>(g) is not contained in <j>(N). In the topology of residually

finite groups given by M. Hall [3], a set is closed if and only if for each element
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not in the set there is a homomorphism of the group onto a finite group such that

the image of the element is not in the image of the set. It follows from the ideas

of J. C. C. McKinsey and V. Dyson, cf. A. Mostowsky [10] and R. Lyndon and P.

Schupp [9], that if a recursively enumerable set is closed in the M. Hall topology,

then it is recursive, i.e. it can be decided whether or not a given element lies in

the set. Since the set {1} is a nest, groups which are residually finite with respect

to nests are residually finite. The author has shown [15], that finitely generated

nilpotent groups are residually finite with respect to nests. Not many broad classes

of groups can be residually finite with respect to nests, as is shown by the following

sequence of theorems.

THEOREM la. If a group is residually finite with respect to nests, all of its

factor groups are residually finite.

This follows from the fact that every subgroup and hence every normal subgroup

is a nest.

A nest in a group G is generated by pairs (ui,Vi) of G x G if it is the smallest

nest of G x G containing the pairs, i.e. the subset of G x G obtained by iterating

the nesting operation u: (a,b)u(c,d) = (ac"1 ,d~lb) starting with the given pairs.

Note that the nest contains (1,1) = (u%u^1 ,v~lVi) = (ui,Vi)v(ui,Vi) and hence

(u~1,v~1) = (1, l)v(ui,Vi). Thus in the notation of the structure theorem, the left

subgroup Si, is generated by the Ui and the right subgroup S2 is generated by the

vj. The nest is said to be finitely generated if it is generated by finitely many pairs.

If we restrict ourselves to finitely generated nests, we still have the following:

THEOREM lb. // a finitely generated group G is residually finite with respect

to finitely generated nests, then every factor group of G obtained by adding finitely

many relations to the relations of G is residually finite.

According to this result, if finitely generated free groups were residually finite

with respect to nests then all finitely presented groups would be residually finite.

Since finitely generated free groups are conjugacy separable, cf. [13], this shows

that conjugacy separability does not imply residual finiteness with respect to nests.

Theorem lb is equivalent to the following lemma.

LEMMA 1. The normal closure of a finite set of elements of a finitely generated

group is a finitely generated nest.

Let the finitely generated group G have generators X{, i = 1,...,n, and let Rr,

r = 1,..., k, be elements of the group. Let N be generated by the pairs (xl,x~1)

for all i and (Rr, 1) for all r. If g is a group element of length 1 or more and g =

xth where e is +1 or — 1 and h has shorter length in terms of the generators than

g, then

(gRPrg-\\) = (x\hR?h-lx~e,\) = (zf/ii^/r1*-^^)

= [(xlx-s)u(hR^h~\l)]v(xlx-e).

Here e = 1 or — 1, T] — lor—1. Since h has length shorter than that of g, it

follows by induction that gR^g-1 and hence the normal closure of the Rr is in TV.

Conversely, every element of N is in the normal closure of the i?r. This follows by an

easy induction on the number of v operations used to obtain the element from the
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generators. Clearly if only one v operation is used to obtain (a, b), ab — 1 or Rr for

some r. If ab is in the normal closure of the set {Rr} and ab is obtained from (a, b) in

the nest in GxG then (a,b)v(xi,x~1) = (ax~l ,Xib), which has image ax~lXib = ab

in G, (a, b)v(Rr, 1) = (aR~^, 16) which has image aR~lb = aRra^1ab, which is in

the normal closure of the set {Rr}.

THEOREM 2. If a group is residually finite with respect to nests, so is every

subgroup.

This follows immediately from the fact that every nest in a subgroup of a group

is also a nest in the group, and every homomorphism of a group can be restricted

to a subgroup.

According to J. Tits [16], a finitely generated linear group either has a free

subgroup of rank at least 2 and hence arbitrary finite rank or is solvable by finite.

Since no free group of rank greater than 1 can be residually finite with respect to

nests, it follows that if a finitely generated linear group is residually finite with

respect to nests, it must be solvable by finite. We will see below that polycyclic by

finite groups are residually finite with respect to nests.

THEOREM 3. If H is a subgroup of finite index in a group G andH is residually

finite with respect to nests, so is G.

According to a well-known result, H contains a normal subgroup of finite index

in G, the intersection of the finitely many conjugates of H, called the core of H.

Since every subgroup of H is again residually finite with respect to nests, we may

assume that H is normal in G.

Let TV be a nest in G. Let TV also denote the preimage of this nest in G x G.

The context will make clear which is meant in every phrase. Let g be an element

of G not contained in TV. We wish to find a normal subgroup M of finite index

in G such that g is not in NM. If G is not in NH, we may take M to be H. If

G is in NH, there is a pair (a, b) of TV such that g = abh for some element h of

H. Hence a~lgb = bhb~x. If a~1gb~1M meets NM then gb~xMb = gM meets

aNMb = aNbM = NM and conversely, so g may be replaced by bhb-1. Since H

is normal, we may assume that g is an element of H.

In the above paragraph we used the result that if (o, b) is in a nest N in G x G,

then the subsets aNb and TV of G are the same. If (r, s) is in TV, so is (r~l, s~1) —

((r,s)i/(r,s))i/(r,s) and (a~1r,sb~1) = (a~1,b~1)t/(r~1,s~1), so aa~lrsb~lb — rs

is in aTV6. Thus aNb contains TV. Similarly, we can show that N contains aNb.

Consider the intersection of the nest TV in G with the subgroup H. It consists of

the image of all pairs (a, b) of TV in G x G such that ab is an element of H. Select

a coset representative system for G modulo H so that for each of the pairs (a, b) of

TV there is a pair (c, c~xh) of TV with c a coset representative of G modulo H, h an

element of H, such that a = cmodH. If ab is in H it follows that b = c~l mod//.

The intersection of TV with H consists of finitely many translates of nests in H (i.e.

images of nests in H x H) constructed as follows. If c is a coset representative of

G modulo H, let Uc be the set of all pairs (x, y) in TV such that xy is in H and x is

congruent to c modulo H. The intersection of N and H is the union of all the Uc-

Note that the Uc need not be nests. By the construction of the coset representative

system, if Uc is nonempty, there is a pair (c,c~lh) in N with h in H.   The set
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c~1Uch~1c — Tc is a nest in H x H, for if (c~lx\,y\h~lc) and (c~1x2,y2h~1c) are

in Tc then so is their v product

(c~lx1x2lc,c~1hy2lylh~lc) = (c~l(xix21c),(c~1hy21yx)h~1c).

Note that x\x2lc = c modi/ and c~1hy2~1yi = c~l mod//. Since 3 is not an

element of TV, c~1gh~1c is not an element of Tc. Thus there is a normal subgroup of

finite index in //, and hence a normal subgroup of finite index in G (recall that H is

of finite index in G), call it Mc, such that c~1gh~1c is not in TCMC = c~1Uch~1cMc,

so g is not in UCMC. Since there are but finitely many Mc, their intersection M is

also of finite index in G and g is not in TVM. This completes the proof.

The S groups of K. Hirsch [5, 6, 7], solvable groups that satisfy the maximal

condition are sometimes called polycyclic. According to A. Mal'cev [8], each such

group has a normal subgroup of finite index G such that G\G' is a finitely generated

Abelian group and G' is nilpotent (G' is the commutator subgroup of G). The

following lemmas and the result of E. Formanek [2] and V. Remeslennikov [12]

that polycyclic groups are conjugacy separable will be used to show that polycyclic

groups are residually finite with respect to nests.

LEMMA 2. Let G be a group, and let Z(G') be the center of the commutator

subgroup G' of G. Let TV be a nest in G. There is an isomorphism 4> of Z(G') onto

the subgroup K of a split extension H of an Abelian group I by an Abelian group K,

and a nest M of H such that I is the left subgroup of M and M = 0(TV D Z(G')).

If the left subgroup of N fl Z(G') is finitely generated, then I is finitely generated.

Note that it follows readily from the definition of a nest that the intersection of

a nest in G with any normal subgroup of G is again a nest in G. Let S be the

normal subgroup, TV the nest and let (a, b) and (c, d) be elements of TV in G x G

such that ab and cd are in S. The v product (a,b)i/(c,d) = (ac~x ,d~lb) has image

ac~1d~1b = ab ■ b~1c~1(d~1d~1)cb which is in S since S is normal. Note that the

left and right subgroups of TV need not lie in S, which complicates the proof of

Theorem 3. In the present case TV n Z(G') is a nest in G.

The group H will be constructed by giving its generators and relations. Let Zj

for j in an index set generate Z(G') and let Xi for i in an index set generate the

left subgroup S of TV n Z(G'). Let the group H be generated by new generators 2]

and x\. Note that the mark v gives a 1-1 correspondence between the marked and

unmarked generators. The relations of H are

(1) the relations of Z(G') with each generator replaced by the corresponding

marked generator,

(2) the relations of S/S D G' with each generator replaced by the corresponding

marked generator.

Since Z(G') is a normal subgroup of G, there are elements Cjjj£ of Z(G') equal

to x~eZjX£. Impose relations

(3) x\~ez^.xY = c\ . £ where c\ £ is obtained from c;jt£ by replacing each occur-

rence of an unmarked generator by a marked generator.

If only relations (1) were imposed, the assignment <j>(zj) = z* for all j would

define e/> as an isomorphism of Z(G') onto K, the kernel of //. Since Z(G') is

central in G'. G/G' and hence SG' jG' which is isomorphic to S/S n G' acts as a

group of automorphisms of Z(G'). so that the imposition of the second and third
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sets of relations does not destroy the isomorphism between Z(G') and K, for H is

a preimage of a semidirect product. Thus <f> as defined above is an isomorphism of

Z(G') onto K. We extend (p to S/SnG' by setting <p(xj) - x). Thus </> restricts to

an isomorphism of S/S D G' onto the subgroup / of //. Note that <p is the marking

operation.

Now we consider the image of the nest TV n Z(G') under the mapping <p. Let

6 be the restriction of the natural homomorphism of G onto G/G' to S, followed

by the marking operation <p. Let M be the nest in H x H consisting of all pairs

(6(a), 6(a)'1 (p(ab)) for (a,b) in TV n Z(G'). M is a nest in H x H, for if (c,d)

and (e, /) are pairs of M, there are pairs (t,u) and (u, io) of TV n Z(G') in G x G

such that c = 6(t), d = 0(t-l)<l>(tu), e = 6(v), f = 6(v~l)(p(vw). The proof that

(c, d)v(e, f) = (ce~l,f~ld) is an element of M results from the following:

(ce-1,/-1^) = (e(t)9(v-l),<j>(vw)-l6(v)6(t)-l<f)(tu))

= (6(tv-1),6(tv-1)-14>(tv-1w-1u)),

because of the identities

flfhr1)-1^-1*"-1'') = ^r^^-^fw-'ii-^^-^ftu)

= 6(vt-1)(t>(vr1)-1(p(w-1v-1)(f)(vt-1)<j)(tu)

= 6(vt-1)6(vt~1)-1(t)(w-1v-1)6(vt-1)(t>(tu)

= (j>(vw)-l6(v)e(t)-l4>(tu).

Note that if g is an element of Z(G') and s is an element of S, then (p(s~1gs) =

6(s)-14>(g)6(s). Thus M is a nest in H and is </>(TV n Z(G')).

In the proof of Lemma 3 below, the following result of the Higman-Neumann-

Neumann construction will be used. Let G be a group and let a be an automorphism

of G. Let G be generated by gj for j in an index set. Let a new group GN be

generated its elements c and <^-, with j in the same index set as before. Let the

relations of G* be the relations of G with each gj replaced by the corresponding

gXj, and the relations c~lgXjC = a(gKj) where the word on the right is obtained from

a(gj) by replacing each g by the corresponding </. The replacement of each g by the

corresponding g'' defines an isomorphism of G onto the subgroup of Gx generated

by the g\ See B. H. Neumann [11].

LEMMA 3. Let H be a split extension of an Abelian group I by an Abelian

group K. Let TV be a nest contained in K, such that the left subgroup of TV is I.

The right kernel K2 is a normal subgroup of H and NK\ = TV. Let 7 be the natural

homomorphism of H onto H* = H/K2. There is an automorphism ip of H* such

that 7(TV) is the set of all products xxp(x~l) for x ranging over H*. There is an

embedding 8 of H* into a cyclic extension //** = (c,//*) of H* such that //** is a

split extension of an Abelian group by an Abelian group and 6^(N) is the set of all

hc~1h~1c for h ranging over //**.

PROOF. First, Kx is a normal subgroup of H. Let h and k be elements of H

and K\ respectively. There are elements x of / and y of K such that h — yx.

Now h~xkh = x_1y_1kyx = x~xkx, since K is Abelian and K± C TV f| K. Since

/ is the left subgroup of N, there is a pair (x,u) in N. Since xu = kx £ K, u =

x_1fci and uku~l = x~lkxkk^lx = x~xkx, since K is Abelian. Since (l.k) £ TV,
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(l,ufcu_1) = (x~1lx,uku~1) is a pair of A, and h~xkh = x~xkx = uku~l E K\.

Also NK2 = TV. Let (a, b) be a pair in N. Let k be in K2. Thus (1, k) is in N, and
so (al,bk) is in TV, so that abk is in N (in //).

Let -7 and //* be defined as in the statement of the lemma. The image 7(A) has

trivial left and right kernels. First, 7(A) is the set of all pairs (7(a), 7(6)) for (a, b)

in N. Since the kernel of 7 is K2, K, 7 is 1-1 on / and 7(7) = /* is an Abelian

subgroup of H*. Since N C K, 7(A) C l(K) = K*, and H* is the split extension

of /* by K*. The right kernel of 7(A) is the identity. Let (l,u) be a pair in 7(A).

There is a pair (a, 6) in A such that 1 = 7(a), u = 7(6). Since 7 is 1-1 on /, a = 1,

so b £ K\. Since K\ is the kernel of 7, u — 1. The left kernel of 7(A) is also the

identity, for if (u, 1) is in 7(A), then u is in 7(/), and u = id is in i(K). But

l{K) and 7(7) meet only in the identity, for if u = 7(2) = ~f(k), k £ K, i £ I, then

7(fcz_1) = 1, so ki'1 £ K2 and so i E K. Thus i = 1, so u = 1.

Let ^ be the isomorphism of the nest 7(A), as described in the structure theorem.

Since both the left and right kernels of 7(A) are the identity, 7(A) consists of all

pairs (x,4>(x)~1), where x ranges over the left subgroup of 7(A). For x £ I*,

x(p(x~x) E 7(A) C K*, so xcp(x) modK*. Every element h of //* has a unique

expression h = xy with x E I*, y £ K*. If x^yi = x2y2 are two such products,

then x21xi = y2y±l. Since the homomorphism of H* onto /* has kernel K* and

fixes /*, we must have x2xxi — 1 and so y2y^* = 1-

Define tp(h) = <j>(x)y. We will see that rp is an automorphism of H*. First, rp is

onto, for let h £ H*, h — xy with x E I*, y E K*. Since x = cp(x) vaodK*, there

is an element u of K* such that x = (p(x)u. Thus h = (p(x)uy = ip(xuy). Next,

rp is 1-1, for let h% = Xiyi, x% E I*, y% E K*. If tp(hi) = ip(h2) then <p(x\)yi =

<p(x2)y2, so <p(x2)-1^)(xi) = 2/22/1"1 G if*, so 0(z2r1</>(:ri) = 2/22/1"1 £ K*. But

<?!>(x2)_V(a:i) = 0(^2"la;i) — x2l%i modK*, so xj1^! 6 K*. But /* n K* is the

identity so x\ — x2,y\ = y2 and therefore hi —h2. Finally, ip is a homomorphism,

for let ht,Xi and j/i be as above. Then ip(hi)ip(h2) — 4>(x\)yi4>(x2)y2. Since

4>(x2) = x2 mod AT*, (p(x2)~1y\<p(x2) = x21yxx2 follows from the fact that K* is

Abelian. Thus

ip(hi)ip(h2) = 4>(xi)<p(x2)x2~1y1x2y2 = <p(x1x2)x21y1x2y2

= tp(xix2x21yix2y2) = ip(hih2).

Now 7(A) is the set of all elements hip(h)~1 for h ranging over H*. If h £ H*,

h = xy with x £ I*, y £ K*, then

hip(h)~x = xy(cp(x)y)~1 = xyy'1^)'1 = x(p(x)~x.

Add a new generator c to the generators of H*. For each generator g of //*, add

the relation c~1gc = ip(g). Since %p is an automorphism of//*, the naturally defined

homomorphism 6 of //* into the new group //** is an isomorphism. Since S(H*) is

a normal subgroup of //** such that H**/6(H*) is cyclic, //** is a cyclic extension

of //*. The nest ^6(N) is the set of all elements of the form hc~1h~1c for h ranging

over 6(H*), for we have seen above that 7(A) is the set of all elements h%p(h)~l so

that 67(A) is the set of all hc^h^c. Clearly, 67(A) C 8(K*). Finally, //** is a

split extension of an Abelian group by an Abelian group. Let A be the subgroup

of //** generated by c and 6(K*). Since tp(g) — g for every element g of K*, c

commutes with every element of 6(K*), so A is Abelian. ^4 is normal in //**, for
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6(K*) is normal in 77**, and for all h in 77**, hc~1h~1 is in 6(K*), so foc-1^-1 is

an element of A. H**/A is clearly 6(1*), and hence is Abelian. This completes the

proof of Lemma 3.

LEMMA 4. Let G be a group. Let Z(G') be the center of the commutator

subgroup G' of G. Let N be a nest in G and let g E Z(G'), but g <£ N n Z(G'). If

Z(G') and the left subgroup of TV C\Z(G') are finitely generated, there is a subgroup

of finite index in Z(G') such that g <£ (N n Z(G'))M.

PROOF. Since the kernel of the composite of the embeddings of Lemmas 1 and

2 is such that the product of A n Z(G') with the kernel is again A D Z(G'), we may

assume that G is a split extension of a finitely generated Abelian group by a finitely

generated Abelian group and A n Z(G') is the set of all elements xc~1x~1c for x in

G. But o = xc~1x~1c is equivalent to gc^1 = xc~1x~1. According to E. Formanek

[1] and V. Remeslennikov [12], all polycyclic groups and hence all groups of this

type are conjugacy separable, so that there is a subgroup of finite index in G and

hence there is a subgroup M of finite index in Z(G') such that gc~x is not equal

to the product of a conjugate of c_1 and an element of TV7. But then g is not an

element of (N n Z(G'))M.

LEMMA 5. Let G be a finitely generated group. If the commutator subgroup

G' of G is finite, then the center Z(G) of G is of finite index in G.

Lemma 5 is well known, a special case of a theorem of P. Hall [4].

THEOREM 4.    Every polycyclic group is residually finite with respect to nests.

PROOF. If a group is finitely generated and has a finitely generated nilpotent

commutator subgroup, it is called an NA group. By Theorem 3 and the result

of Mal'cev cited above we can restrict our attention to A^4 groups. Let G be an

NA group. The proof is by induction on the Hirsch rank of G'. If G' has Hirsch

rank zero, it is finite, and it follows from Lemma 5 that the center of G is of finite

index in G. The center of G is Abelian and finitely generated since it is a subgroup

of a polycyclic group. Finitely generated Abelian groups are residually finite with

respect to nests because their nests are subgroups and the groups are subgroup

separable. Let G' have Hirsch rank greater than zero, and assume that every NA

group with commutator subgroup of lesser Hirsch rank is residually finite with

respect to nests. Let A be a nest in G and let g be an element of G not contained

in A. Suppose first that o ^ NZ(G'). According to P. Hall (cf. G. Baumslag [1,

p. 6]), Z(G') contains an element of infinite order. Thus the commutator subgroup

of G/Z(G') has lesser Hirsch rank than that of G', so by the inductive hypothesis,

G/Z(G') is residually finite with respect to nests. Thus there is a normal subgroup

M of finite index in G/Z(G) such that g (jt NZ(G')MZ(G'). But MZ(G') is of
finite index in G. Now assume that g is in NZ(G'). There is a pair (a, b) of A

in G x G and an element g\ of Z(G') such that g = abgi, so a~1gb~1 = bg\b_1 is

in Z(G'). If a~1gb~1 = cd where (c,d) is in A, then o = acdb, an element of A.

Hence a~1gb~1 is an element of Z(G') not contained in A. According to Lemma 4,

there is a subgroup M of finite index in Z(G') such that a~1gb~1 £ (Nf)Z(G'))M.

According to a theorem of M. Hall [3], there are only finitely many subgroups of

a given index in a finitely generated group. Thus M*, the intersection of all the

subgroups of the same index as M in Z(G') is of finite index in Z(G') and normal
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in G. Since M D M*, a^gb'1 £ (NnZ(G'))M*. Then a^gb'1 <£ NM*, for
both a~1gb~1 and M* are contained in Z(G'). Since TV7* is a normal subgroup of

G, g $ aNbM* = NM*, where we use the fact that (a,b) is in A. Again using

the result of P. Hall cited above, the Hirsch rank of the commutator subgroup of

G/M* is less than that of G', so that as before there is a normal subgroup S of

finite index in G such that g £ AS.

THEOREM 5.     Finite extensions of polycyclic groups are residually finite with

respect to nests.

PROOF. This is obtained by using Theorem 2 in conjunction with Theorem 4.
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